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A Study of Some Early Investigations into Exchangeability 
A. I. DALE 
University of Natal, Durban, Republic of South Africa 
The development of the notion of exchangeability, as given by W. E. Johnson, J. Haag, 
and B. de Finetti in the 1920s and 1930% is discussed here. The pertinent contributions by 
these three authors are examined, and the priorities of different facets of the concept are 
attributed. 0 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
Nous discutons ici la notion d’Cchangeabilit6 telle que W. E. Johnson, J. Haag et B. de 
Finetti l’exposbrent dans les annees vingt en trente, examinant les contributions pertinentes 
de ces trois auteurs et assignant les prioritts de diffkrents aspects du concept. ~1 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
Die Entwicklung der Vorstellung der Vertauschbarkeit, zuriickgehend auf W. E. Johnson, 
J. Haag und B. de Finetti in den zwanziger und dreiaiger Jahren dieses Jahrhunderts, wird 
hier erijrtert. Die relevanten Beitr?ige dieser drei Autoren werden untersucht und die Priori- 
t&ten der verschiedenen Aspekte des Begriffs bestimmt. o 1985 Academic press. IW. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the orthodox school of statistics the concept of randomness is fundamental to 
the interpretation of probability in terms of limiting frequencies. In Bayesian 
statistics, where prior information and sample data are combined in the inferential 
process, this concept is replaced by that of exchangeability, events being said to 
be exchangeable when they are symmetric, at least as far as all probabilistic 
groperties are concerned, with regard to order. This abandonment, or at least 
attenuation, of the independence notion is of supreme importance in Bayesian 
statistics, where the possibility of “learning through experience” is called for. 
Prior to the introduction of exchangeability into statistical methodology, the 
theory of subjective probability was at best only a philosophical curiosity (see 
[Kyburg & Smokler 1980, 151). Its introduction, however, linked the subjective 
theory with classical statistical procedures so as to allow correct inferences based 
on subjective probability assignments. For example, under the assumption of 
B xchangeability the classical limit theorems, originally framed for independent 
a:quiprobable random quantities and fundamental to many areas of statistical infer- 
d:nce, are found to hold. 
Exchangeability permits the development of Bayesian statistical inference, in 
which known initial probability distributions are modified in the light of experien- 
lial or experimental data: the results of such inferential procedures are broadly 
!;peaking the same (e.g., the same hypothesis is supported or the same decision is 
reached) irrespective of the initial distribution considered. The introduction of 
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exchangeability, then, allows the subjective probabilist to evolve the whole range 
of statistical testing procedures, and thus permits a broad and solidly based theory 
of statistics to be developed. In view of the interest shown today in Bayesian 
statistics (as a casual glance at the tables of contents of some of the major statisti- 
cal journals will show), an investigation of the origin of exchangeability, one of the 
most important notions in the subject, must surely be of interest. 
As an illustration of exchangeable events, let us consider a sequence of n tosses 
of a coin. If this coin is of irregular appearance, one might be somewhat hesitant to 
say anything more about the probability of the sequence of outcomes of these 
tosses than that it depends only on the numbers of heads and tails and not on the 
n-tuple actually observed (for example, the probability of getting live heads in a 
dozen tosses is independent of the places in the sequence at which the heads are 
observed). 
An important result in exchangeability is the representation theorem, first rigor- 
ously proved by de Finetti [1930]. Before stating this result, however, let us 
consider the following argument: suppose that a coin is tossed n times, the proba- 
bility of a “head” being p. Then the probability (under the usual assumptions of 
independence and equiprobability) of getting Y heads and n - r tails is 
(:)p’(l - p)“-‘. If p is itself unknown, it may be regarded as coming from a super- 
population with distribution function F(x) = Pr(p 5 x). Then the probability of r 
heads and n - r tails is (:) J@(l - X)“-‘&(X). 
The representation theorem is essentially a converse to this result, and may be 
stated as follows: let {A:) be a sequence of infinitely exchangeable events (i.e., 
each finite subsequence is exchangeable) defined with respect to some suitable 
probability space (Cl, &, P) (where R is a space of points, &i is a r-field of 
measurable sets or events, and P is a probability on SQ). Then there exists a unique 
distribution function F(.) such that w].“’ = (?) j&“( I - x)“-“dF(x), where wi(l’ is the 
probability of r “successes” and n - r “failures,” in any order, in n trials [I]. The 
interpretation of this result in subjective probability is that a sample of “suc- 
cesses” and “failures,” together with the assumption of exchangeability, yields 
the same definition of the subjective probabilities ol”’ as would be obtained were 
one to assume an initial (subjective) probability distribution for a parameter p; this 
parameter one could then define as the true physical probability. Put another way, 
the representation theorem shows that a distribution of exchangeable events (or 
random variables) can be written as a mixture of distributions of the same quanti- 
ties, interpreted as independent and identically distributed. The theorem thus acts 
as a bridge between Bayesian statistical theory and the classical frequentist ap- 
preach . 
The idea of exchangeability as alternative to, if not an improvement on, the 
older notion of “independent trials with constant but unknown probability” (a 
notion to be found in [Bayes 1763; Laplace 18201) does not appear to have had any 
impact on probabilistic thinking until the second quarter of this century. But to 
whom is the concept of exchangeability due? In an important paper Hewitt and 
Savage state 
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Jules Haag seems to have been the first author to discuss symmetric sequences of random 
variables (see [13]). This paper deals only with 2-valued random variables. It hints at, but 
does not rigorously state or prove, the representation theorem for this case. [Hewitt & 
Savage 1955,470] 
(The reference “see [13]” appears as [Haag 1924bl in the present list of refer- 
erjces.) Further, Good [1965, 131 has suggested that “Haag was perhaps antici- 
psited by W. E. Johnson.” 
In order to establish the origins of the notion of “exchangeability” and to trace 
tb: development of concurrent ideas [2], this paper examines the pertinent writ- 
inl:s by Johnson, Haag, and de Finetti. 
2. W. E. JOHNSON 
Although his indirect influence on probability theory is inestimable (he num- 
bsred among his students C. D. Broad, J. M. Keynes, F. P. Ramsey, and D. 
Wrinch; see [Zabell 1982, 1097]), Johnson’s own published work in this field is 
eliiguous, and it seems to have had little, if any, effect until its importance was 
recognized by Good [196.5], who exploited, expanded upon, and made profitable 
u$e of some of Johnson’s ideas. Indeed, the only writings of Johnson which seem 
p@rtinent to our present discussion are the third part (The Logical Foundations of 
Scbience) of his Logic [I9241 and three papers published posthumously in Mind. 
In Part III of his Logic Johnson presented an Appendix on Eduction [3] in 
which certain fundamental probabilistic postulates were given. In his generally 
favorable review of this part, C. D. Broad wrote: 
About the Appendix all I can do is, with the utmost respect to Mr. Johnson, to parody Mr. 
Hobbes’s remark about the treatises of Milton and Salmasius: “Very good mathematics; 1 
have rarely seen better. And very bad probability: I have rarely seen worse.“ [Broad 1924, 
3791 
And this of a passage in which Johnson (in the words of Zabell [1982. 10971) 
in traduced “the concept of exchangeability and characterized the multinomial 
gi:neralization of the Bayes-Laplace prior!” 
Johnson proposed a Part IV to his Logic, in which his considered views on 
pt-obability were to be expounded. Ill-health and his untimely death, however, 
pt.evented publication of these views (which date from about 1925), though thanks 
tC1 the good offices of R. B. Braithwaite they were presented in three issues of 
llihd in 1932. Although only’a small part of these posthumous writings is pertinent 
to our present investigations, the three articles well repay detailed study. 
Two postulates used in the theory of eduction and “concerned with the possi- 
bie occurrences of the determinates pl, pz, . . . , pa under the determinable P” 
[Johnson 1924, 1831, are laid down in the Appendix (p. 183) as follows [4]: 
(1) COMBINATION-POSTULATE. In a total of M instances, any proportion, say M, : m2: . . . 
: m,, where ml + mz + . . + m, = M, is as likely as any other, prior to any knowledge of the 
occurrences in question. 
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(2) PERMUTATION-POSTULATE. Each of the different orders in which a given proportion m, : mz : 
. . . : mm for M instances may be presented is as likely as any other, whatever may have been 
the previously known orders. 
That Johnson did not believe his two postulates to be universally applicable is 
evidenced by the fact that he provides, in Section 9, a careful discussion of the 
type of case in which they are permissible. Figuratively, the type of case allowable 
may be represented by a die with not more than Q plane faces, a die that “is not 
known to be either physically or geometrically regular” [Johnson 1924, 188-1891. 
Johnson comments further on his postulates as follows: 
The first postulate, that (in A4 cases) one proportion is as likely as another, is negatively 
justified by our ignorance of the proportion which the permanent conditions tend to produce. 
And our second postulate, that one order in which any proportion may be manifested is as 
likely as any other, is positively justified by our knowledge that the variable conditions which 
occasion each individual occurrence are ontologically independent of those which occasion 
any other individual occurrence. [Johnson 1924. 1881 
One sees perhaps, in the combination postulate, a return to the ideas of d’Alem- 
bert (1717-1783) (with which one may suppose Johnson was familiar), who, in 
1754, considered the chance of throwing “head” in two tosses of a coin. Since, 
according to d’Alembert, the occurrence of a head on the first throw meant the 
finish of the game, the only admissible outcomes were (H), (T,H), and (T,T), the 
desired chance thus being 2/3. (For further details see [Maistrov 1974, Sect. 111.7; 
Todhunter 1865, Chap. XIII] .) 
Returning to Johnson’s paper, let us now consider the use to which the permu- 
tation postulate is put in the Appendix. Denoting by p the proportion ml : m2 : . * * 
: m, exhibited in M occurrences, and by p the order in which the occurrences 
exhibiting the proportion /.L are presented (I have altered Johnson’s slightly rebar- 
bative notation here), we may symbolize postulates (1) and (2), respectively, as 
(1) Pr(puJh) = l/(* + E - ‘1, 
(2) Pr(&h) = fi m;!/M!. 
I 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(Here the notation Pr(pls) (Johnson’s I)/.s) “symbolises the probability of the 
proposalp as depending upon or referred to the supposal s” [Johnson 1924, 1791.) 
Since p implies /L, Pr(plh) = Pr(~q.@z) = Pr(&r)Pr(plph>. Thus 
Pl+lh) = fi mi!l(a)M (2.3) 
1 
(where (& = a(cr + 1) . . . (a + M - l)), a formula which 
gives the prior probability that, in a set of M instances, the characters p,, p?, . . . , pn under 
P shall occur in a determinately assigned sequence in which the proportion and the permuta- 
tion of these character-manifestations are both fixed. [Johnson 1924, 1841 
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Taking N instances, the next following the M instances, presenting the propor- 
ticn nl : n2: f * . : na,, (denoted by v), with Cy ni = N, we find that 
Pr(p + U/h) = fi (mi + 4)!I(a)M+N. 
I 
I-I :nce 
Pr(+h) = fi (mi + ni)!/[fi mi!(a + M)N] 
1 I 
aald similarly 
Pr(+h) = fi (3/l” + M G N - ‘) 
1 
01 
the probability of any proposed proportion in N unexamined cases as depending upan any 
supposed proportion in M examined cases. [Johnson 1924, 1861 
Noting further that Pr(v1p.h) = Pr(ulp/z), and taking N to be I, we find, for 
i f {I, 2, . . . , a}, 
Pr(pijpLh) = (mi + l)l(M + a). (2.4) 
(Johnson also gives expressions for Pr(pIpz\ $z), Pr(pzptJ p!z), etc.) For comments 
011 this last expression and Laplace’s Rule of Succession see [Good 1965, 24 et 
seqq.; Zabell 1982, Sect. 21. 
After publication of the third part of his Logic, Johnson proposed a new postu- 
late (called “improved” by Braithwaite in his appendix [1932, 4211 to Johnson’s 
[ 1932~1, and “much more plausible” by Broad [1924,379]) to replace the combina- 
tion postulate-a postulate which, published in the third posthumous paper in 
Mind, permitted “substantially the same results” [Broad 1924, 3791 to be de- 
duced. In the same notation as that adopted before, the new postulate may be 
phrased as follows: 
POSTULATE 1. The probability that the next instance will be p, depends only 
upon the number (m,) of known instances of P, and upon the total number (M) that 
Have been examined. It is independent of the order in which the determinates have 
occurred, and of the proportions in which the other Q: - 1 determinates have 
occurred [Johnson 1932c, 4211. 
This postulate, called the,“sufficiency” and later “sufficientness” postulate by 
Ciood [1965, 19671, has been carefully discussed by Zabell [1982], who has filled 
in the gaps and resolved the ambiguities of Johnson’s discussion. In view of the 
importance of Johnson’s original argument in Bayesian statistics (an argument 
dharacterizing symmetric Dirichlet prior distributions for infinitely exchangeable 
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multinomial sequences), I propose to discuss it here: the interested reader may 
consult Zabell’s article for completeness. 
From Postulate 1 it follows that 
Pr(p,lp.h) = Pr(p,Ivh) = fh, W. 
Since the cx possibilities are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, 
(2.5) 
Tf(miy M) = 1. 
i=l 
(2.6) 
Now an increase from m, to m, + 1 must, since M is fixed, result in a decrease of 
some other m ,-say m, to m, - 1 (S # r). Thus 
f(ml, Ml + . . . +f(m, + I, M) + . . . 
+f(my - 1, M) + . . . +J’(m,, M) = 1. (2.7) 
From (2.6) and (2.7) it follows that 
fh, + 1, Ml - fh, Ml = fh, Ml - .fh - 1, Ml. (2.8) 
Thus f(m,, M) is linear in m,, provided that CY > 2. (The necessity for this 
restriction was apparently first realized by Good [1965, 261, who gives a detailed 
discussion of this point.) Hence we can writef(m,, 44) = a + mlb, whence 
f(m,, Ml =.f(O, M) + $11 -f(O, WI. (2.9) 
Heref(0, M) is the probability that the next instance will be pT when none of the M 
known instances have been pr. 
Thus 0 5 f(0, M) 5 1, and the following results obtain: 
(a) if f(0, M) = 0, then f(m,, M) = m,/M; 
(b) if 0 <f(O, M) < 11~1 and m,+l > m,, thenf(m,+,, M) >f(m,, M); 
(c) iff(0, M) = l/a then f(m,+, , M) = f(m,, M); and 
(d) if I/OL < f(0, M) 5 1 and m,+l > m,, then f(m,+l, M) < f(m,, M). 
Recalling that f(m,, M) denotes the probability that the next instance will be pr 
when exactly m, of the M known instances have been pr, one notes the similarity 
between these expressions and the rules given by Burks [1977, 1031 for standard, 
random, and inverse inductive logics. By analogy one might perhaps describe (a) 
and (b) (together), (c), (d) as rules in standard, random and inverse eductiue 
logics, respectively. 
From the expressions 
and 
fh,, M) = J’(0, M) + 2 [f(M, M) - f(0, MI1 
I = afC0, M) + f(M, Ml - f(0, Ml, 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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we obtain 
where WY = [f(M, M) - f(0, M)]IMf(O, M). 
It is only at this (relatively late) stage that the Permutation Postulate is invoked. 
Di:noting by p:p: the proposition that the next instance will be pr and the next but 
one pS, we have, by the Permutation Postulate, Pr(pfp$p/z) = Pr(p:p$ph) = 
Pt(pbp$pLh). Therefore Pr(p$pp$)Pr(p:lpLh) = Pr(pzl~~,~h)Pr(p.~.l~Lh), or 
1 + WMM+I% 1 + WMm, 1 + WMM+IW 1 + )Y,,,ms 
cr+W~+~(M+l)‘(Y+W~~=(Y+W~+~(M+l)’(Y+W~UM’ 
Since this is to hold for all m,, m, (whether or not they are equal), we must in fact 
have wM+, = we or wi = w, a constant (Johnson [1932c, 4231 points out that 
ali.hough the argument does not apply to wlj, the probability is l/a in that case). 
TINS 
Pr(p,l$z) = (1 + wm,)/(a + wM). (2.12) 
Notice that this agrees with the formula (2.4) (from Appendix on Eduction) if w  = 
1. One should also note that if m,/M --, k as M + x, then Pr(p,jkh) + k also. 
Fiu-thermore, w  s 1 is equivalent tof(0, M) L l/(a + M). 
3. J. HAAG 
In 1924 Jules Haag published three papers in which he introduced the concept of 
erchangeability [5]. The two papers in the C’omptes rendus hebdomadaires des 
sc Pances de I’Academie des Sciences, Paris are essentially expanded in the third 
paLper, the latter also containing certain material not found in the others. We shall 
therefore restrict our attention to [Haag 1924c]-or at least to those parts of this 
pilper which are pertinent to our present work. 
Let us consider, says Haag [1924c, 6591, a sequence El, Ez, . . . , E,, of events, 
which may happen simultaneously or successively, and each of which may be 
favorable or unfavorable. Of these events, m = p + 4 are chosen, in any order. 
Lzt .zz denote the probability that the first p of these events are favorable and the 
fcllowing 9 unfavorable, a probability which is supposed independent ofthe order 
[61 in which the events are chosen. However, we shall concede that, if one knows 
tttat the above-mentioned eventuality has occurred, the probability of an analo- 
gous eventuality concerning a new group of m’ events chosen from the remaining 
e’lents may be modified, while remaining independent of the order in which the 
sd:cond choice has been made. 
In a word, the probabilities are entirely symmetric with respect to E,, El, . , E., but they 
are not independent. [Haag 1924c, 6591 
Haag also introduces three further symbols: xp, the probability z$ for which p 
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events designated at the start 171 (“design& a l’avance”) are favorable; yP , the 
probability z{ for which they are unfavorable (the other n - p events being un- 
specified in both these cases); and tp , the probability zi?, for which the p desig- 
nated events alone are favorable. He further defines A, and B, by A, = (;)t, , B, = 
F&l (rt)t,. 
The second section of the paper is devoted to consideration of general formulas, 
only some of which we shall mention here. Haag shows first that z,Y+, = Z&Y, 
where x denotes the probability that E,+,+ r is favorable when one knows that Er, 
Ez,. . . , ED are favorable and EP+ ,, . . . , E,,+y are unfavorable. Similarly 23” = 
z,9(1 - x), whence follows the relation 
z,9+1 + zp g+’ = zY P' (3.1) 
It thus follows that 
zp4 = -(z;;; - z;-‘) E -AZ;-‘, 
the A symbol referring to the inferior subscript on z. And more generally, 
z; = (- I)W&-aZ;, O~u~q, 
= (- ~)P-~AP-‘J zX , OsbSp. 
In the next section Haag shows that it follows from the definition of zp” that 
tpik 
while 
tk= 1. 
Haag [1924a], having derived the formula 
Z; = go (-Ilk (&p+k = 2 (-Ilk (fl)Yv+k3 
k=O 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
asks for the most general way of choosing the loi de probubilite’ of the events E. 
He points out that this law will clearly be determined by knowledge of the x, or yP , 
but that these numbers must satisfy tolerably complicated conditions, as evinced 
by (3.4). An alternative procedure consists in giving the tk > 0 satisfying (3.3) and 
then determining the zp” from (3.2). 
It seems then that no condition need be imposed on the l,, and this amounts to saying that one 
may arbitrarily choose the probabilities corresponding to different combinations of favoura- 
ble and unfavourable events, provided that the total probability is equal to I. [Haag 1924a. 
8391 
The same question is treated more carefully in Haag’s [ 1924~1: at the beginning 
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of the sixth section Haag points out the possibility of expressing ah the z; and BP 
as functions of xk, yk , or ?k . He then considers conversely whether there always 
exists a set of events corresponding to arbitrarily chosen values of xk, yk , or tk . 
With regard to the (arbitrarily chosen) xk and yk , the conditions to be satisfied are 
th: following: 
(i) OS&s 1, 05&s 1; 
(ii) xk 2 xk+l , Yk 2 Yk+l; 
(iii) i$ = 2 (-l)k @) Xp+k = 2 (-l)k k) ys+k 2 0. 
k=O k=O 
It seems, further, that one may give the tk arbitrarily, subject only to the condition 
(3.3) above. But, says Haag, 
this is then a simple presumption, whose correctness we have not rigorously shown. [Haag 
1924~1 6631 
Let us look at this last paragraph more closely: the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
above are just the requirements that {x,}, {y,} be totally monotone sequences 
[Hardy 1949,253], and hence, by Hardy’s Theorem 207, there exist increasing and 
bounded functions F1 and F2 such that 
I 
x, = I ’ uPdF,(u); 0 yy = I 0 
u%iF#). 
Moreover, by Hardy’s Theorem 203, F1 and F2 are unique; and since x0 = y. = 1, 
Pi and F2 are in fact probability distribution functions (cf. [Good 1965, 141). From 
the recurrence relation (3.1) and the definition of xk, the derivation of the zz is easy 
[$I, and we see moreover that F,(u) = F2(1 - u). 
At the start of the sixth section Haag writes 
We are now accordingly able to express at will all the probabilities z; and BP as functions of 
xk,ykortk. . . . One may conversely ask oneself if there always exists an ensemble of events 
corresponding to the arbitrarily chosen values of xk, yk or zk. [Haag 1924c, 6631 
II, as appears from this quotation, Haag intends by the finding of the events the 
fiixding of the z z, then the preceding discussion shows how to solve his problem. 
The major point of interest, however, arises in the seventh section, where Haag 
turns his attention to the case of an infinite sequence of events. Supposing that k 
&creases indefinitely at the same time as n in such a way that k/n + X, we see from 
the de Moivre-Stirling formula that 
g.here y = 1 - x and z = Pyy. It thus follows that the terms in (3.3) corresponding 
to values of k between nx and n(x + dx) have, as sum, 
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if one supposes, however, that tk is a continuous function of x. On our denoting by 
f(x)& the probability for which the frequency of the favorable event lies between 
x and x + dx (or for which the total number of favorable events lies between nx 
and n(x + dx)), it follows that tk = e ,-“J’(.u)lG. Using this value of tk and 
letting x = k/()2 - m), x’ = (p + k)ln, we find that the asymptotic value of 
P;‘“)t,+r is J’(x) z”(z’lz)“ln. Substitution of the limit as n -+ = of (~‘iz)“, viz., 
,yPy'yy 7--m 
limit.+ 
, in this expression yields (l/n) s”y’(f(.u). Thus (3.2) becomes, in the 
4= ZP i’ 0 xpy’f (x) dx (3.5) 
and similarly 
I 
I 
x, = 
0 
XV-(X) dx, 
Yp = i : off dx. 
What Haag is proving here is a theorem which is, in a sense, a converse to de 
Finetti’s representation theorem. His discussion, however, differs from that of 
Good 11965, 121, in that the latter considers what might be termed the “true 
physical probability” p [Good 1965, 131 while Haag’s concern is with the fre- 
quency k/n of favorable events, a frequency that is subject to an initial probability 
distribution in terms of which, by Bayes’ rule, the above integral representation 
for zp” follows. 
As we have already seen, Haag was very close to proving the representation 
theorem: he only had to note that {z,“} is totally monotone and then to invoke 
Hausdotff’s theorem. As it is, however, it is to de Finetti that the representation 
theorem is due, and it is to a consideration of one of his early papers that we now 
turn. 
4. B. DE FINETTI 
De Finetti’s writings on exchangeability, particularly with reference to subjec- 
tive probability, are manifold, and they served greatly to popularize the concept. 
The systematic study of exchangeability was first presented in a paper read at the 
International Congress of Mathematicians at Bologna in 1928 (see [de Finetti 
19321, [91). 
De Finetti initially reserved the word “phenomenon” for the case of exchange- 
able trials: this is stated explicitly as follows: 
A phenomenon of which it is possible to make (or at least to be able to conceive of) any 
number of trials will be called an aleatory phenomenon when the order in which the favoura- 
ble and unfavourable trials alternate. is attributable to chance. [De Finetti 1930. 1791 
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In his paper of 1937 [Kyburg & Smokler 1964,128] de Finetti explains that he now 
prefers to use this term with its common meaning, specifying, when necessary, 
that the phenomenon has trials which are judged exchangeable. He points out next 
that this requires that all the (“h) outcomes of n trials of which h are favorable-the 
outcomes differing only in their order -have equal probabilities [ 101, and follows 
this with some specific examples. 
The chief topic of study here is the characteristic function 
t,Ht) = 2 &V/h! 
h=O 
(4.1) 
(u/here 0:’ denotes the probability that the phenomenon considered occurs h 
tines in n trials) of an aleatory phenomenon, the latter being defined as a sequence 
{A .} of interdependent random variables with characteristic functions {&} satisfy- 
irg &(t) = Et=, tip’ exp(ihtln), and $I = lim, #, in every finite region. It then 
follows that there exists a random variable whose characteristic function is t,L and 
whose distribution function Q is given by 
= 0, 5 < 0, 
= 1, (> 1. 
Two theorems follow from these results: 
I. The probability that the frequency in n trials lies between 5, and zJ2 tends to 
+(&) - <P(&) as n increases; 
II. The probability that all the frequencies after the nth one lie within the 
assigned limits 52 und 4, tends to limC,;;, @(t) - limC+, a,(.$) as n increases. 
I. is interesting to note that these theorems, well known in classical probability 
t!leory, also hold in the subjective framework. 
From the fact that in m trials, taken from n of which h are favorable, the 
Frobability that k will be favorable is 
~11 combinations being equally probable, it follows that 
Hence, using the fact (see (4.1) above) that the wi” are the moments of Cp, we find 
lhat 
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a result which we recognize as the representation theorem. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Three authors (Johnson, Haag, and de Finetti) were responsible, apparently 
independently, for the introduction of the notion of exchangeability during the 
1920s. In Johnson’s writings we find the concept of finite exchangeability intro- 
duced as a part of his development of a logical theory of probability. Here we find 
a clear definition of the notion and an illustration of its use in eduction. Haag took 
the idea one step further, considering both finite and infinite sequences of events 
and applying his concepts to situations more familiar to probabilists (viz., to those 
involving sequences of events). He proved a result, in the context of exchange- 
ability, in which a frequency of occurrence is subjected to an initial probability 
distribution in terms of which an integral representation of the (subjective) proba- 
bility distribution of the events in question is given. I have suggested in Section 3 
that Haag appreciated the need of the representation theorem, although he did not 
prove it. It is to de Finetti that the latter result, of no mean importance in subjec- 
tive probability, is due, and it is in his papers of the 1930s that we find a clear 
development of exchangeability (for both events and random variables). With 
these results the way was opened for the logical development of a theory of 
statistics founded on subjective probability. 
It would be unfair to single out any one of these three authors, at the expense of 
the others, as the father of exchangeability. Each made an original and fundamen- 
tal contribution to the subject, and the fruits of their investigations are still being 
reaped. 
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NOTES 
1. On the meaning attached by de Finetti to the word “trial” see [de Finetti 1937, Chap. I]. 
2. The term “permutable” was used by Johnson, Haag favoring “symetrique” and de Finetti 
“equivalent.” It was Frechet [1940, 721 who introduced the term “Cchangeables.” 
3. This process is described by Johnson [1924, 431 as “inference from instances to instances.” 
4. In [1932a] Johnson, in illustrating his axioms of probability by referring to the drawing of balls of 
various colors from a bag. suggested the following two postulates: 
(a) With respect to each draw. one colour is as likely as another. 
(b) One proportion of colours represented in the bag is as likely as another. [Johnson 1932a. 
2911 
The former, the extensional postulate, is contradictory to the latter, the intensional postulate. It is (b) 
which in fact corresponds to the Combination-Postulate. 
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!. This work of Haag’s was apparently motivated (see [Haag 1924a, 8381) by a study Bertrand had 
made of brelans: see [Bertrand 1907, 33, Problem XVII: Probabilite des bretans au jeu de la bouit- 
lot ,e]. (The card game bouillotte is played with twenty cards, these being obtained by removing from a 
pal:k of 32 cards (a piquet or Bezique pack) the 7’s. the 10’s. and the Knaves. Each of four players is 
de.dt three cards, a thirteenth (the retourne) being turned face upwards. A brelan, or pair-royal, occurs 
w% en a player has three cards of the same type: a brelan cart+ occurs when all three cards are the same 
as the upturned thirteenth card. In this problem Bertrand finds the probabilities of various numbers of 
pa rs-royal. More details of the game can be found in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1 lth ed.. 1910.) 
i. Emphasis present in the original. 
7. Emphasis present in the original. I assume that by zj Haag means the probability that p specified 
events Eil, . , E,, occur, this specification being made before the experiment is actually under- 
talLen. 
J. F. Hausdorff[l92I] was the first to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence {p,,} of 
re 11 numbers to be a moment sequence (i.e., to satisfy p,, = j: t”da(t), where CY is of bounded variation 
or (0. I)). 
9. A complete exposition of these results may be found in [de Finetti 19301. 
10. Thus, for example, under exchangeability the probability of getting three “heads” and two 
“tails” in five tosses of a coin is the same no matter in what order the “heads” and “tails” occur, i.e., 
the different orders in which the proportion 3 : 2 can occur are equally likely, which is exactly John- 
sc n’s permutation postulate. 
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